Let’s get social
Stunning & Safe:
Parties at Home

Reconnect with confidence
SOCIALLY DISTANCED DINING

STRUCTURES AND STYLING

We are delighted to invite you to dine ‘Stunning
and Safe: Parties at Home’ style, within government
guidelines, and entertain your friends and family
once more. We offer a one-of-a-kind bespoke
garden party, with 5-star comfort & service.

Transforming gardens or courtyards into special spaces,
with décor, lighting, special touches and pizzazz, to make
that postponed milestone birthday or long-awaited longtable lunch party truly memorable.
We will install structures to suit, provide furniture and
decorations to complement. Floristry, place cards, beautiful
linens, lighting, chill out spaces and tableware to exquisitely
style the occasion. A luxury experience, a celebration to
really remember.

We bring together the very best in catering,
cocktails, service and entertainment to delight your
selected guestlist for an invitation beyond the past
few months of Zoom calls.
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Photo taken pre-Covid guidelines, our
staff would wear masks & gloves for service
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Tantalisingly tasty menus
We work with a fantastic range of talented chefs who take great pride in offering lots of varied menu
styles. Delicious & stunning in their presentation, we champion local produce and suppliers. We will
take great care to develop a perfect menu for your special occasion with some ‘starter for 10’ ideas
such as;

◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Tasty, mouth-watering barbeques using local produce & fresh gorgeous salads
Plated menus with a procession of courses to tempt & delight
Pizza ovens or ‘food station’ style set up such as crepes or waffles
Gorgeous hampers or tiered cake stand service, for a luxe picnic or classic afternoon tea
Children / Young menus with special treats such as burger sliders, ice-cream vans and mocktails

We can develop the menu with any available kitchen facilities or prep areas available in mind, or bring in our
own ovens / BBQs – we can work with you on what best suits your property. All catering will be ‘Covid
secure’ with our chefs and serving staff following rigorous procedures from preparation to departure.
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Photo taken pre-Covid guidelines, our
staff would wear masks & gloves for service
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Big flavours
It’s what we do. Delicious morsels, decadent desserts, eye-popping cocktails
and champion mixology for that extra flair. Provide your own favourite
champage & wine, or we can give you some options – we don’t charge corkage.
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A bit of lightness & laughter
A SPOT OF MUSIC AND PERFORMANCE

CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINMENT

We can develop a full roster of fantastic musical or
magical performances, theatrical showcases or just
some background music – all with social distancing
and guidelines in mind.

Children’s parties can be catered for, with skill and care
to ensure that even the smallest of our guests can feel
involved and be engaged in the fun – whilst allowing
for social distancing to be followed & guidelines
adhered to including 5:1 children-to-entertainment-team
ratio and parent-sanctioned temperature checks & bestpractice procedures in place.

We can curate multiple elements, or keep it simple
with a top-notch playlist. We work with a wealth of
local, talented performers who would be delighted to
bring some accompaniment to your event.

We can also create a range of activities and play zones
that encourage ample distance between non-family
members, whilst still allowing families or bubbles of
children to have more interactive play on the day.
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Children’s entertainment would follow
Government guidelines for childcare
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Safely & properly, at Home
GUESTS & HOSTS: RULES & GUIDANCE
◉ Outdoor gatherings should only occur in groups of up to two

HOW WE PROVIDE A COVID SECURE SERVICE
◉ Staff will remain at 1m distance (with risk mitigation, i.e. masks and

households (or support bubbles), or a group of at most six people from
multiple households. It is against the law to gather in groups of more
than 30 people in private homes (including gardens or outdoor spaces).
Celebrations of any size should only be held where it is easy to maintain
social distancing. Visit gov.uk/coronavirus for further information.

◉

Guests from different households or support bubbles should practice
social distancing i.e. at 1m distance with risk mitigation (masks and
gloves) or 2m distance at all times

◉

Only guests who feel well should attend & a guestlist with contact
details will be required to be held by yourself for 21 days in line with
NHS Track & Trace protocol

◉

gloves) at all times, will sanitise their hands and wear gloves for service –
they will only be onsite if they declare they feel well, sign a declaration
(used for Track & Trace) & temperature checks will be in place

Guests will be require to sanitise their hands on arrival and departure,
and will have the opportunity to do so during the event
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◉

All surfaces & door handles will be sanitised before guests arrive onsite and
maximum ventilation will be in place i.e. roof only structures encouraged

◉

We will ensure there is enough space to suitably socially distance, and will
work to remove any possible pinch points or busy ‘dwell’ areas

◉
◉
◉
◉

Music will not be loud enough so that guests unduly raise their voices
Deliveries & contractor visits will be spaced out to reduce interaction
Plates, utensils & glasses will be specific to each guest, no sharing of items
Toilets within the home will need an action plan for safe and secure usage,
including management of waiting guests, increased cleaning with a
displayed schedule and individual-use paper towels (we can provide)

Who are we & what we do
We are Bristol-based event design & management company, with nearly 60 years experience within the team.
We pride ourselves on our ability to deliver spectacular events and occasions – working calmly, professionally
& creatively. We like to think of ourselves as a safe pair of hands bringing focus, enthusiasm and expertise to
any celebration. With Covid-19 in mind, we have developed the idea of ‘Stunning & Safe: Parties at Home’ to
bring our clients confidence in hosting something special in their garden over the coming months. We are known
for brilliantly executed bespoke events (particularly on private property, within temporary structures), and these
well-honed skills will be applied with rigour to our Covid Secure Service – we are able to plan, adapt, be flexible
and work with you as you are most comfortable, to deliver high-quality and confidently managed occasions.
We would be delighted to hear from you with your party thoughts, we’re a friendly bunch!

Alastair

Alice

Lucy
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Sarah

We’d love to hear from you
e: alice@alastaircurrieevents.com
t: 01275 859720
www.alastaircurrieevents.com
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